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Shade Tree Players' 49th

Season Summer 2019 

Conservatory Program
   Shade Tree Players offers a wide range of experiences for all students from
elementary school all the way through high school. The conservatory program
offers a full-scale theatre experience for all students ages 13-18. We cast a
musical and a play each year. These students will go through the entire process
of the theatre. They audition, rehearse, go through tech rehearsals and finally
get to perform the show that they work so hard on over, about, 6 weeks of
rehearsal. Our selections for the 2019 season are must see classics, James
and the Giant Peach and Bye Bye Birdie! 
 
 
 
 
     
 
     
 
                                                      Bye Bye Birdie, written by Michael Stewart
with music by Lee Adams and Charles Straus, takes place in 1958. It follows
Albert Peterson, an agent, who loses his best client and the very famous singer
Conrad Birdie, when he is drafted into the army. In an attempt to save his
agency, Albert and his assistant, Rosie, plan to have Conrad appear on the Ed
Sullivan show. Their hope is that this will boost sales of Conrad’s new hit “One
Last Kiss”. Conrad will kiss one lucky fan during the performance on air before
being deployed. The whole situation unravels quickly as events do not go as
planned. 
    The cast has been working hard and learning a lot. Director Danny Devlin
works with the young actors on acting technique and character development.  
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Musical Director Maria Roll-Schlecht, teaches the students proper vocal technique
and chorography. Bye Bye Birdie will perform July 11-13 at 7pm and 14th at 2pm at
Dakota Stage. Tickets are available online or at the door!
 
  James and the Giant Peach, another classic that Shade Tree Players has selected
for this season, began as a children’s book written by Roald Dahl in 1961. The story
follows an orphan named James who is put into the custody of his wicked aunts
Sponge and Spiker. James, on a quest to find friends, meets an old man who says
that if James creates a potion, he will be free of his aunts. On his way, James spills
the potion and it grows into a peach tree giving rise to one giant magical peach that
provides him with the friends he always wanted. They may be bugs, but they are his
best friends and he must do whatever it takes to save them. James and the Giant
Peach will run July 25-27 at 7pm and 28th at 2pm at Dakota Stage. 

ACADEMY PROGRAM

   Our academy program is for children ages 7-13 and accepts registrations until the start of rehearsals. No
audition is needed. They start by learning games and exercises that will help them develop beginner skills
that actors need. The program runs in four sessions. The first two sessions are for the play and the latter 2
are for the musical. The whole process lasts between four and five weeks. Our selection for the 2019
summer play is The Enchanted Bookshop and our 2019 musical will be Best of Both Worlds.

   The Enchanted Bookshop takes place in what would appear to be a
normal bookshop run by Margie. However, when the doors close for the
night, the book characters, including Dorothy Gale, Robinhood, and Tom
Sawyer, come out to play. One night, when a couple of smugglers enter the
shop in search of a stolen necklace, the book characters are put in a sticky
situation. They must choose whether to risk disappearing forever to warn
Margie or let the smugglers go and save their own lives. The Enchanted
Bookshop will run July 18th and 20th at 7pm and 21st at 2pm at the Tom
and Frances Leach High Prairie Arts and Science Complex.

   The fairytale world is turned on its head in Best of Both Worlds when
Cinderella’s stepsisters find a portal to the real world and are transported to a
high school. In an attempt to be the hero he has always wanted to be, a
woodsman wants to help send them home. He asks his friend Danica to help
him. Meanwhile in the fairytale world, princess stories are going all wrong and
they must learn to be their own heroes. Best of Both Worlds will run August
1st and 2nd at 7pm and 3rd at 2pm and August 8th and 9th at 7pm and 10th
at 2pm at Tom and Frances Leach High Prairie Arts and Science Complex.

Buy your tickets for Bye Bye Birdie
and James and the Giant Peach
now by calling 701-258-4998 or

visiting www.dakotastageltd.com



Meet the Crew
Danny Devlin has steadily become more involved with Dakota Stage since moving to
the area in 2015 with his wife, Laura Devlin. His involvement with DSL culminated in

January 2019 when he accepted the position of Artistic Director of the organization. Of
the Shade Tree Program, he says he has been a big fan. He is directing his first Shade
Tree show this year and is excited to work with kids he describes as, “aggressive and

talented.” Devlin states that the Shade Tree program, “Provides a safe spot for them to
express their love of theatre in a way that is not only not judgmental, but celebrated.
And that’s really important.” Outside of Shade Tree, Devlin is involved in the Dakota

West Arts Council as a Board Member, Professor of Theatre at Bismarck State
College, and various other theatre activities/organizations.

Maria Roll-Schlecht was first introduced to Shade Tree Players by Nicole Cook, who was also a
director with Shade Tree, and long-time celebrated member of the theater community in

Bismarck-Mandan. Roll-Schlecht has been with Shade Tree Players for 11 years since and her
favorite memory was selling out for the first time with Anything Goes, last year’s conservatory

musical. She enjoys the addition of the education hour to the conservatory and academy
programs as she believes this helps kids grow and learn as individuals. Roll-Schlecht states,
“Even if they aren’t having a major part - that they think is not major - on the stage they’re still

gaining that singing ability, that dancing ability, and the acting ability during that one hour.”
Outside of Shade Tree, Roll-Schlecht teaches at Roosevelt and Custer Elementary, plays

ukulele (oo-koo-lele) at Uku-Mondays, is part of the Bismarck-Mandan Civic Chorus, and is also
active in a variety of sports. “You can do sports and music,” Roll-Schlecht explains after sharing
she had played softball as the slow-pitch pitcher for about 40 years. She is active in golf, tennis,

and sand volleyball.

Sydney Wild has been involved in Shade Tree Players since she was 6 years old
and has been a stage manager twice, once in 2016 and again in 2019. Shade

Tree’s roots run deep with the Wild family as her sister, Sommer Hager,
participated in the program since she was six and their aunt devoted an enormous
amount of time to the cause. Wild looks fondly back at being in the conservatory
program and stage managing at the same time as she explains, “That was really

cool to see how people can go from being in the academy to being in the
conservatory and how much they grow.” According to Wild, Shade Tree sparked
her love for theatre and created an outlet to express herself and leave her “real

world” stress and issues behind. Outside of Shade Tree, Wild was active in student
council and choir while attending school and has two other jobs.

Chase Angermeier has been a member of the Shade Tree and Dakota Stage community for 7 years. He joined Shade
Tree Players when he first moved here on the recommendation of his mother’s work friend and has stayed active in
the theatre since then. Angermeier has enjoyed working with both Shade Tree and Dakota Stage, stating his favorite

times were with the productions of The Addam’s Family and Guys and Dolls. Angermeier reports that Shade Tree
Players provided an environment for him in which he was able to express his “true self” through acting. Outside of

Shade Tree, Angermeier works for the North Dakota Heritage Center and Dakota Zoo to save for college.



Maisie (May-see) Poitra first learned about Shade Tree Players when they were advertising for auditions during her
Mandan High School choir period. “I was interested, but I waitressed during the summers in the evenings and the hours
didn’t work for the available shows,” states Poitra. She attends the University of Mary and after taking a theatre course

her professor, Daniel Bielinski, reached out to her with an opportunity to intern with Dakota Stage in 2018. After
interning, she was hired this summer to be the Administrative Assistant. “I was heavily involved in theatre throughout

high school and needed to somehow bring back that missing piece of my life, and this seemed like the way to do it,” she
explained. Outside of Shade Tree, she works for HIT, Inc and plans on attending graduate school at the University of

Mary for Speech-Pathology.

Elizabeth Haugen is debuting her involvement with Shade Tree Players this season.
Haugen knew Josh Johnson, the Executive Director at Dakota Stage/Shade Tree

Players through school and Maria Roll-Schlecht through some shared music
organizations. She most looks forward to meeting the kids and seeing “their confidence

and their abilities blossom over the course of the shows." Haugen states that Shade
Tree provides a place where students are able to build their confidence in themselves,

their abilities to speak publicly, in addition to being able to, “see that each person is
unique and special.” Outside of Shade Tree, she is a member of the Bismarck-Mandan

Symphony Orchestra and different music organizations across the state.

Marissa Carpenter started her involvement with Dakota Stage in 2015 when she performed in Next to Normal with her mom,
LaDonna. Although she has not been in a performance at Dakota Stage since, she has stayed close to the program. She started

with Shade Tree Players in the summer of 2018 after her graduation from Legacy High School. Marissa got involved when
approached by Dean Bellin about the opportunity. Her favorite Shade Tree moment is the excitement backstage before a

performance as the cast prepares to get on stage. “We all had our little preshow rituals backstage before each performance,” says
Carpenter. From this program, Marissa gained friends and memories that will last a lifetime, and valuable experience working with

a new director who was able to give her a quality education from a new perspective. Within the program this year, Marissa is a
summer intern. Outside of Shade Tree, Marissa also participates in Sleepy Hollow Theatre and Arts Park, and is a barista at

Starbucks. Marissa is also attending Bismarck Stage College in hopes of getting an Associate in Business Administration in further
pursuit of a Bachelor of Arts in Theatre.


